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Ensemble methods

● Combine results of multiple classifiers

○ Different learners
○ Different training data subsets
○ Combined predictions

■ averaging
■ weighted voting
■ model of combination

● Helps tackling error components

○ Bias
■ Model assumptions (e.g., linear separation, shallow decision tree)
■ Consistently incorrect for some instances

○ Variance
■ Data variations leading to very different models ( ~ overfitting)
■ Inconsistently classified data

○ Noise
■ Intrinsic error in target class



Bagging

● Single learning algorithm
● k data samples with replacement
● k learned (same kind) classifiers
● Majority vote
● Reduces variance (makes sense for low bias learners, e.g. deep trees)
● Models are independent, can be built in parallel



Boosting

● Single learning algorithm
● Weighted training instances

○ Adapted learning
○ Weighted data sampling

● Iterative reweighting according to classifier performance
● Focus on misclassified instances in next iteration (increased weights)

○ Various increase approaches and termination criteria
● Aggregation of weighted (according to performance) predictions
● Reduces overall bias (to be used with simple, high bias, models)
● Reduction of variance depends on intensity of reweighting scheme

○ No reweighting in iterations == bagging
● Sensitive to noise (training can focus on bad data!)
● Models depend on previous ones, sequential process



Stacking

● Combination of predictions with another machine learned model

● Two level classification, two data subsets

● k classifiers (bagged, boosted or from different learners) learned on the 

first subset

● Their outputs on second subset are k new features

● Second level classifier is trained on

○ new feature space (of size k), or
○ combined feature space (old+new)



Random forest

● Similar as bagging with decision trees, but promotes more diverse trees

○ Decision trees in bagging tend to be similar
● Randomness at splits:

○ A random subset of attributes
○ Often advised: log2(#all_atribs)+1

● Usually no or minimal pruning

● Also bootstrapped data samples (as in bagging)

● Majority vote

● Efficient (less attributes considered at splits)

● Resistant to noise, outliers and overfitting

● Not useful in case of just a few features

● Can perform badly in case of a small percentage of relevant features



Gradient boosting

● Idea: construct a (usually regression tree) model and let the residuals (y - y’) 

become a new target for another model in the iteration

● Next model learns the residuals of the first one

○ Using original features and the new target
● Adding the two models together we get a better prediction





Gradient boosting

● Idea: construct a (usually regression tree) model and let the residuals (y - y’) 

become a new target for another model in the iteration

● Next model learns the residuals of the first one

○ Using original features and the new target
● Adding the two models together we get a better prediction

● Repeat until stopping criterion…

● In general

○ a gradient of a (any differentiable) loss function is modelled instead of residuals
○ a step size (parameter!) is taken in direction of negative gradient

● Sensitive to noise

● Sequential (cannot run in parallel)



Active learning

● Labels are sometimes hard or expensive to get

○ Time restrictions in dynamic settings
● AL aims at getting the most of information with the least amount of labels

○ Integration of labeling and classification
○ It is not assumed (as usually) that training data is labeled and other data is not

● Components

○ Querying system : selects the instances to be labelled
○ Oracle : provides labels (human, costly system)

● Stopping conditions

○ Exhausted budget
○ No further improvements of performance
○ Can be used continuously

■ e.g., to address concept drift in a data stream setting
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Active learning

● Querying strategies

○ Highest uncertainty regions
■ danger: querying in low data quality areas, unrepresentative items

○ Performance-based
■ pre-quantify impact of adding an instance on the rest of the unlabeled
■ e.g., which one would increase the confidence of the other classifications 

the most?
■ + : entire dataset in focus, not only the queried instance

○ Representativeness
■ equal representativeness (matching density distribution of data)
■ e.g., average similarity to all other instances

○ And many others and their mixtures…
■ a common one: highest uncertainty + density weighted random



Practical issues and considerations
● Data might be wrong or unrepresentative

● Test data leaks

○ e.g., proper oversampling
● Label leaks (disguised)

○ Return, …, Market adjusted return, ...
○ Member_id, ..., on_site_activity,  purchase_made, …, Yt2/Yt1 payments ratio, …

● Benchmarking

○ Importance of including dummy classifiers
■ majority class
■ average

● Do not neglect comprehension

○ Models sometimes “work” by chance
■ Numerous hypotheses testing
■ Bonferroni correction for significance levels (p/#test)

○ Learners sometimes model something else (e.g., image class. examples)
● Most importantly : know the problem and check your data!



Trustworthy AI

• According to the High-Level Expert Group on AI’s Ethics Guidelines for 
Trustworthy Artificial Intelligence, trustworthy AI should be:

• (1) lawful - respecting all applicable laws and regulations

• (2) ethical - respecting ethical principles and values

• (3) robust - both from a technical perspective while taking into 
account its social environment

High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence: Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI." B-1049 Brussels (2019).
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai
Martin Znidarsic
slides by: Petra Kralj Novak



An example of automated discrimination

• A computer program for screening job applicants was used during the 1970s and 
1980s in St. George’s Hospital Medical School, London, UK. 

• The program used information from applicants’ forms, without any reference to 
ethnicity. 

• However, the program was found to unfairly discriminate against ethnic 
minorities and women by inferring this information from surnames and place of 
birth, and lowering their chances of being selected for interview.

Stella Lowry and Gordon Macpherson. 1988. A blot on the profession. Brit. Med. J. Clin. Res. 296, 6623 (1988), 657



Guidance on Trustworthy AI

Ensure that the development, deployment and use of AI systems meets 
the seven key requirements for Trustworthy AI: 

1. human agency and oversight, 
2. technical robustness and safety, 
3. privacy and data governance, 
4. transparency, 
5. diversity, non-discrimination and fairness, 
6. environmental and societal well-being and 
7. accountability.

Consider technical and non-technical methods to ensure the 
implementation of those requirements. 

High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence: Ethics guidelines for trustworthy AI." B-1049 Brussels (2019).
https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/ethics-guidelines-trustworthy-ai


Transparency of ML



Molnar, Christoph. Interpretable machine learning. 
Lulu. com, 2019. 
https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/

https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/


Black box

• A black box system can be viewed in terms of its inputs and outputs, 
without any knowledge of its internal workings.

• The opposite of a black box is a system where the inner components 
or logic are available for inspection, which is most commonly referred 
to as a white box (which can also come be called a "clear box" or a 
"glass box").



Interpreting black box systems

• What does it mean that a model is interpretable or transparent?

• What is an explanation? 

• When is a model or an explanation comprehensible? 

• Which is the best way to provide an explanation? 

• Which are the problems requiring interpretable models/predictions? 

• How much are we willing to lose in prediction accuracy to gain any 
form of interpretability?



XAI = Explainable AI

• XAI tends to refer to the movement, initiatives, and efforts made in response to AI transparency 
and trust concerns, more than to a formal technical concept

Google trends for “Explainable AI”



XAI: Need and Application Opportunities

Explanation for a decision: the need for 
reasons or justifications for that 
particular outcome, rather than a 
description of the inner workings or the 
logic of reasoning behind the decision-
making process in general.

A model that can be explained and 
understood is one that can be more 
easily improved. 

Understanding more about system 
behavior provides greater visibility 
over unknown vulnerabilities and 
flaws, and helps to rapidly identify 
and correct errors.

Asking for explanations is a helpful 
tool to learn new facts, to gather 
information and thus to gain 
knowledge. Only explainable 
systems can be useful for that.

Adadi, A., & Berrada, M. (2018). Peeking inside the black-box: A survey on Explainable Artificial Intelligence (XAI). IEEE Access, 6, 52138-52160.



XAI methods

• Intrinsic or post hoc?

• Model-specific or model-agnostic?
• Model-specific interpretation tools are limited to specific model classes.

• Agnostic methods usually work by analyzing feature input and output pairs.

• Local or global?
• Does the interpretation method explain an individual prediction or the entire 

model behavior?



Shapley values
Molnar, Christoph. Interpretable machine learning. Lulu. com, 2019. 
https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/

Chapter 5.9

https://christophm.github.io/interpretable-ml-book/


Shapley values

Given the current set of feature values, the contribution of a feature 
value to the difference between the actual prediction and the mean 
prediction.

• Based on a method from coalitional game theory: 

A group of differently skilled participants are all cooperating together for a 
collective reward. How should the reward be fairly divided amongst the group?

instance



Shapley explained

The average prediction for all apartments is €310,000. How much has the 

feature value “cats not allowed” contributed to the prediction (compared to the 

average prediction)?



Computing Shapley : Coalitions

• 8 coalitions composed of the features in the 
instance “cats not allowed” 

• For each coalition, compute the difference 
between model output of the coalition and 
model output of the coalition with the added 
feature value “cats not allowed” 



Shapley values

Coalitional game Machine learning

{x1,….,xp} set of all players Set of all attribute-value pairs (an instance)

i The i-th player The i-th feature-value pair

val the function val gives the value (or payout) 
for any subset of those players

Predictive ML model

The Shapley value is the average marginal contribution of a feature value across all possible coalitions.



Shapley example

The interpretation of the Shapley value for feature value j is: 

The value of the j-th feature contributed ϕj to the prediction of this particular instance compared to 
the average prediction for the dataset.

bike rental dataset



Shapley value summary

• The Shapley value is the average contribution of a feature value to the prediction in different 
coalitions. 

• The Shapley value is NOT the difference in prediction when we would remove the feature from 
the model.

• The Shapley value works for both classification (if we are dealing with probabilities) and 
regression.

• A lot of computing time. In 99.9% of real-world problems, only the approximate solution is 
feasible.

____________________________________

• SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) has a fast implementation for tree-based models (random 
forest,…)

• shap Python package



Example-based explanations



Counterfactual Explanations

• A counterfactual explanation of a prediction describes the smallest 
change to the feature values that changes the prediction to a 
predefined output.

• “If X had not occurred, Y would not have occurred”

• Model-agnostic (it only works with the model inputs and output)

• Explain predictions of individual instances



Adversarial Examples

An adversarial example is an instance 
with small, intentional feature 
perturbations that cause a machine 
learning model to make a false 
prediction.

Adversarial examples for AlexNet by Szegedy et. al 

(2013). All images in the left column are correctly 

classified. The middle column shows the (magnified) error 

added to the images to produce the images in the right 

column all categorized (incorrectly) as ‘Ostrich’.
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